
THE GOLDWATERS
ENDORSE OBAMA
Ever since the primary campaign for President
began, what seems so long ago, I have related to
readers of Emptywheel and FDL just how strong of
a distaste that long time native Arizonans have
always had for John McCain. Take it from the
longtime native Arizonans that have known,
watched, and lived through nearly three decades
of the infinite angry ambition of John McCain.
The man does not possess the requisite morals,
temperament nor dedicated skills to serve as
President of the United States.

ANOTHER DEFEAT FOR
VOTER SUPPRESSION
Another judge–this time in Wisconsin–decided in
favor of voters over Republican chicanery.

OBAMA ON POLLAN
It looks like Obama was as impressed by Michael
Pollan’s “Letter to the Next President” as we
were.

DID MCCAIN KNOW THE
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RNC BOUGHT PALIN THE
SHOPPING SPREE?
I think Sarah’s shopping spree will end up being
the convenient excuse for why McCain jettisons
Sarah Palin.

DRAPER’S SILENT
NARRATIVE OF
RESENTMENT
I don’t know whether the McCain team or Robert
Draper himself is responsible for the important
details missing from his story about the McCain
campaign.

SAKS FIFTH SOCIALISM
You know that $150,000 shopping spree Sarah went
on? She did it with money from public financing
of elections.

SHADDEGG SENDS
JETHRO BODINE TO SPY
ON DEMS
The once smooth, efficient and ruthless
political machine that was the Republican Party
has turned into a pathetic low brow comedy
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troupe. In yesterday’s episode, we saw John and
Cindy Drysdale McCain move in with the Palins
Clampetts. In today’s show, Arizona
Representative John Shaddegg, part of the GOP
House Leadership, sends Double Naught Super
Secret Agent Jethro Bodine on a deep cover spy
mission to the Arizona Democratic Headquarters.

THE PALINS MEET MRS.
MCCAIN
The best part of Jane Mayer’s article on Sarah
Palin’s selection isn’t about how a bunch of
neocons discovered her in Alaska. Rather, it’s
about how the big Palin entourage puts a damper
on real politics.

PALIN V. THE POLAR
BEARS
Finally, the ad I’ve been waiting for since late
August. Not as effective as the puppy-killer ad,
but that’s a tough act to beat.

PRISON IS THE BANK?
Unlike 11 other people, Dick Cheney exposed the
identity of a CIA spy but got no jail time.
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